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INT;RODUGTION 
Background 
Modern day computers are' far fast~r in ~omputation th~n 
man, and the larger comput~rs"have many times the'data storage 
ability. Even with these two facts. in favGr of the computer, 
"one has not been const"ructed that has the creative learning 
, ;1 
ability of man. there are two possible expla~ations. The 
first is the understand~ri;g of how learning "and creativity are 
performed is not 'sufficien-t to wri te a form_al langu~ge program 
to simulate them. The secorid is the basic construct of the 
computer is so very different from'mari, that hopelessly long 
periods of,time would be required to ~rite the program, or to 
execute it once written. 
Assuming that if the ~nder~tanding is not yet known, that 
experimentation is the be~t way to learn it, this thesis was 
written exploring the second path. 
The computer, for the most-part, is ~'linear machine. 
One instruction i~ performed follow~d by another. Man is 
parallel. The coiliputer may'performih~tructions a million 
times faster than cian, but "man performs maybe a hundred millioh 
simultaneous operations. Therer-ore, a machine" constructed in 
a parallel form would stand a much better chance of taking on 
the desired ch~racteristics. 
The research started by defining a new switch that had 
:;ithe abili ties of "learning" to. act as the standard ~ogic gates, 
of AND, OR, NOT, and DELAY. The swi teh ha,d to have the ability 
• 
to learn in a continuous' fashion, rath~r ,than as a step 
function. Man does' not 'learn instantaneously. Many trials 
wi th successes and failures are reauired before' anything 
. . 
2 
can be considered "learned", and even then, no man is perfect. 
Rather than jumping fr'om a zero pro'pabili ty of acting cor-
, . 
rectly to a probability of one, man learns more slowly and 
takes on in~ermediate probabilities. 
The learning switch was therefore construc~ed using 
continuous probabil~ties for its reaction tO,input, and the 
learning 'was perfor~ed by altering the~e probabilities. The 
parallel requirement was satisf~ed by' using an ordered array 
structure. referred: to her.e, as a network, or net. 
'The l'esul ts obtained by use of a' comput~i simulation 
, , 
iridicated that le~rning was best performed in a repetitive 
structured approach. An additional requirement 'was starting 
wi th a, base of knmdedge, and adding mor.e, slowly, without 
letting the base be forgotten. 
Literature 
In scanning the literature for information on the topic, 
the material fell into two categories. T1,1e first 'w'as very 
general theory of machines using AND gates and such, with in-
dications toward,s general:i,zed anaiys~s,. ~he second was very 
specific i~fo~mation about applications of the theory in one 
model or another. In the time at hand, I fOund ,no reference 
~i . 
that discussed the methods developed in the research. But 
the research was shaped by Knuth. (1) J ,Minsky. (2), and Nelson 
(3), as well as many hours of-cpnsult~tion-with Dr. Robert 
Rempfer. With these references servirig as background ihfor-
mation, this research was almost wholly fre~ of influences.' 
3 
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I. ,',DEFINITIONS, 
Definition 1 
A PFoblem set, .p ::' {P:i 'j P 2'" P,3':· .-'" P nJ is a:'coilecti6n 
of discr~te· p~o~:1e~s. 
Definition 2 
: A solution' s~t 5'·:::, {SCP1l,,' ,s'"C P2 );.,:-:.", S(P~j}.."F6r any 
,> ::' 
probleIJlset.P ther,e'> exists a .s():l~ti'on'. se,tS, "su.ch' that there 
"" - :;,.-
'. .. "-.-
. , :;:-" . :':----
Defini tion .4 -" 
" 
A: resuit', ~unctio~:'R{M). i~-"<!-·:,bina'ri-.vect.or such that; 
Ri(M) '= 0' if M(P.iJ _=:SCI~'i') 
== '.a, ff M(p . .) r S{p". r 
. 1, 1, 
Definition S,~ , 
A learning'qiigori t-hm A inap~ a. m~ch~n~:'M 'to anew ma-- ' 
.'. 4 '"";> 
chiil:e'suc'h. that .after' j' 'succes'sive: applic.atio~s 6f the' .al-
g~rit,hnl A,' (~e~:o~'ed" '~y Aj)',.'on M', i'~l"li~s' t~e: 'p-roperty that: ' , 
befini tion 6: 
. A he.,uristi<=:' ~:~arnin~f a:lgor,i ~hm ,ts :~, l~'arning ,algori thm 
with the restriction that'·the'modific~tfon of' m'achine. M is a 
:~ 
III 
, 1 
'. ' 
5 
n . 
function only of 'r R. (AJ (M)) and is not a function o£ an 
.' 'l-
'l-=1 
analysis of the machine's process. 
In other words, when a heuristic learning algorithm is 
applied to ~ m~chine M, the mbdification of M is only a 
function of whether the machine g·ives the correct solution 
-
for a particular problem, and does not use what ~he result 
was and what it should have been, or any information about 
how M has learned to solve the problem so far. 
Example 1: A pr?blem. set ~ould be 
P :;: {2+3, 4+6, 1+4, 1+1, 3+~} 
The solution se~ would then be 
8 = {5, 10, 2, 9} 
-8(4t6) :;: 10 
8 (1+4'):;: 5 
8(1+1):;: 2 
S(3+6) =9 
Machine M would perfor~ a mapping -from P to S without 
necessarily mapping p~ to S(p.). 
v 'l-
I1. BINARY TREES 
Data Classifi ion 
From the set P, define, a s'et" of characteristics such 
that each Pi is uniquely defined by these: characteristics. -
Let the method of coding be -1 if Pi has the ~hargcteristic 
and 0 Pi does not. If -there exists m characteristics, 
1< 
6 
then' -each p. is ~defin·ed, by a .uniq~e ·m;,tup'i~. 
:> -z.. . Xv • ~ :. ~ • J" / ~ .. 
Example i-:' ''\e:f' P, = ''{red::app:fe, ·gie~e.l1' 'apple', "~'ii'i1ana> 
_ _ h • ~ , h • 
'red brick, grapefrui tJ~ Let the' ~i'~ti~gui~h~ng 'c~ara:cter-
~l. Rea 
~ 2'. Spher'.:ft~l 
. ." J 
~3. S~ooth sur£iced 
, . 
, 
A red app1~" woJl'd be cod~d as ';~C:1 , f ;1)'. ' 
So -"a coded, prob;~e~' se'tw9~ld "be:' " 
" .. '" ~ . ~ .: . 
, P = {(1.~1~'15,' (0,1;1)., (-0,0,:1~), (1;0,0), 
.  " 
,( (} ~ 1;; o),} , 
. t . 
>., . 
The solution .se~~,·S is :8.11 ord:~r~d,' se,t', "w,here: the order-' 
~:- . 
'ing' i,s-,iri ,prefel:~~ce. f9~ "co,nsulT!pt"i 6'!i :' 
. ':. ~ ~ ~ ~ _.1. :;:" , 
'... ,,- .. ~ 
1. Green:. apple' 
. j ~ . 
3,. R~d apEle: 
. ~"'''" ~ , . 
.. i:_ . .f...-
.4;;: Grapefrui,t 
. ;,' .: -~ ~. 
", 5.', Red bric.k,,: 
~. ,..- 't~ ~ .- • ..r" . 
. '. 
coding of,th(ts~luii~,~' s<;t '~:i.11' be;'the b.~nary repre-
'. -"", " ' 
sen tatio'n', of the 'order. numb'e.r. 
~ - ~ 
·s - {(O,',{)~;,l), (0;1,,0)·; '(O,l,i)\ (1,0;0), 
~ 
(i 0; 1) } 
,', ' " 
• 
j . r . . tOO 
TIfis ex:ample' wi~l be r'efe,r:r~d ;tci' la"t-e.r'''',in 'this: p'ape 
Learning' Nachine 
~. . -
A -learnirig machine.,can ,be ',~on~t):u~t~Cl <using"'a:, b'fnary 
. i . ~ ~ ~ 
tr~e o;garii~atron. ' Eich pos'sihle'~ ~rob~'em in' a, ~et P is 
7 
represented bya sepirat~ binary tree. The size of this bi-
nary tree is determined by the_number of classifications 
necessary to uniquely: identify- a problem. In the previous 
example, -three c1assifi~ations were used. The corresponding 
binary tree for each ~rob1e~ would then ~ave three levels. 
A binary tree for P. ,is represented in Figure 1. 
'[, 
Since for each P. there exists ori1y ohe correct solu-
. '[, 
tion, th~n only one path through the tree is the correct 
_path. It is p~ssib1e, as in Figure 1, that there are more 
. , 
terminal nodes than there aree1~ments' iri the solution set. 
Those terminal nodes }that do not· correspond to an element in 
the solution set are :defined to.: be incorrect resu1 t-5 during 
learning. 
Clipping Algorithm 
- One method for determining the correct path through a 
binary· tree (for each tree in the problem set) is the clip-
ping algorithm., ~he; ~ p~ss through-~ tree causes an incor-
rect result, the last· limb on that path"{s remove~, or 
"clipped." 
Assume that -at each branch in the tree there is an 
even chance of' going to the left or to the righ to. A path 
throu~h the tree is made 'by' the u~e of a random functibn of 
• L 
-
each branch. When a path leads to an incorrect result, the 
the clipping algorith~ will take the last branch that had an 
even probability and ~i11 change the probability so ~he 
chance of passing down the incorrect path again is zero. 
-,~ f 
I 
.8 
.... :' 
1" 
;. 
- '(0,0,1) (O,L~O) (0,1,1) -(1~O,0) 
'Figure L Binar~ Tr~e:' for problem-_ Pi 
• 
9 
At some point all even chance ,probabiliti~s will have 
been eliminated and the on)y path, through" the tree, will be 
the 'correct one. Figures 2 through 5' are 'graphic examples 
of this process. 
Bi-Stable Algorithm 
There are two disadvantages to a learning machine 
which uS,es the clipping algorithm. First, a trial which re-
sults in the correct ~olution to the problem is a wa~ted 
. trial, becausemodifi.ca.tion' can. only occur after an incor-
. ' 
rect result. Second,:, once a branch is removed, it ,cannot. be 
put back. This second problem is not as obvious when the 
mapping from the prob'lem set to the solution set is fixed,· 
but does become evide,nt if 'the mapping is in a state of 
... ( 
The bi-stable ~l.gorithm' allows a stru,cture where con-
vergence to the s9lu~ion is much more orde~ly than the clip-
ping" algorithm, as w,e~ll as not having the' above mentioned 
dis advan tages . The. c'Ii.pping a'lgori thm r~qui res that every 
path that leads to an. incorrect result must be followed, and 
therefore, eliminated. If there are eight possible paths, 
then at least seven trials will be required. As the number 
of paths is reduced, 'though, the probability of passing 
I ~ .. . 
through the tree to the correct· result increases, and a 
trial which'results i~ the correct solution is a was~ed 
trial. 
The bi-stable a'lgori'thm- stops', at the first trial 
',1 
10 
Figure 2: Binary Tree before clipping. --
• 
Figure 3. Binary Tree with one limb- clipped. 
; 
, \ 
, ' 
.' 
Figure 4'. 
'Ii' 
Binary Tree wi tll several. ,limbs clipped. 
~ ';r-~ .::-.. 
.', 
f 
.~."# 
Figure 5. B"inary .Tree 
" " 
<, 
>. 
f 
, . 
", ... 
• ; : 1' .. 
'-':, ' ' , -.' ,} , -
which results :in the "correct .. soluti'on·,:- ,Therefore, the maxi-
;-.'" -:.-"" . ~ ~ :~ , , 
mum :number of trialj··,i,n. a :IJl~Gliine ~#'" elgfit possible result's 
c;: '. ~." '" .. .l....... .~. .'_ 
is ~igli't. 
The bi-s"t"able ";~Yg~r"ithITL';st'art:~,,,wi1;:~ 'every ,right branch 
:; J! ... ....~~' ~ ~..... _ .... .-... :':, J :P.:' ' . " . 
,·having a pi-obabil i ty of' ~ne '?Il:d~eve:ry.l~£t~ branch .having, a 
> • F" ~ -. " :. ~ ~ ~'.. ~.:. ... , ~ :., •• ::.,. .. ' ~~ " ' :. • "'. ' .. :. 
probabili ty ',of zero." 'After, a triar~ that.' restil ts in an' in-, ' 
. ~ , _ '"" I) .~ ¢ , !t __ 
correct ~ath ,,,,,,,;all.: thepr~b.a;bi~,,~ t~~s~~f~r 
mined by, the "path' are ::reversed~'''. -" ' 
all' branches- deter- ' 
.. '~" 
" , 
The advan'tag~ of .th,e bi:,\stabl\! algbri thm is th~ gu?r-. 
, , 
., ~ ~~ 
anteed conver,genci.', Jh~ .m'aXi~}~m ',n.UJ]1'per~:'~f". t:nials re~rui,re'd 
is the" number :Of,'riodes~ in the ;'tre"e .'" ~:This, ilumber • however, 
. '" '. "', " '"' ~, . ,,~ ; '.j: ," .. 
is the minimu~',nu~ber :'q£ tri~l's> fo ;. the ~'11pping.""algO:r~t,hm, 
, " 
because 
useless 
a"tr~al ~h~~" res.ul'ts" ':"~~"~t,h~/~o:rr~ct -" '~?lution. ,,is. a 
trial' in the ,c~ippi:rig', al'gor1 ~i:'hm> 
~ ::' '.,~ 
',' . -' ~ . 
Prooability Algori"thm .... ' 
~ ~, 
,In a machine that ,may.' need, t"~ ,red,e~Tn s~me' ,p,a'ths" from 
,,~ ~. ~ . "" - '"", -. -- ",~: ',- ': /. ~ . ~ ',' ,,,,' ,. '.. . ~ . 
problem tor~sul t".or, :soluticm-: (the mapping. of' 1> to S '.' 
'. h ,._:" ~ _'. ~', _ "'" ,. , ':, • 
chan,ges), the C"lipPi~galg()tit~m ,.;:i~11: nof £.~nc,tion because 
- • '"' .;. • " f; "r ,-" 
t1!.e "necessary' path may be i.rrevocably 10}to' '" The'bi-stable 
.,., •• 1. algorith~ will ~ftin~ti~1t.coriectly J ~b~t?4Y tendency'to cause 
th'e tree to, l~~"e: ~h~',<p:1h" ~o'·,,,ihe c;~:r~c{:; resul ~ Will' the~ 
" ~. • _ ',. ~ 4' { ... " '" ".' ..; , , 
.... " 
req~~~e a compie';e. ~~~'ie" ~f callI "t~e;·",re.sui 1:s .b~fo!e" r'ediscov': , 
. ',.erin& the, co!r~ct ,~at1'! .. ',,, . 
. . ~ 
1i" 
A dyna~ic lear~,~ng mach.ine ;~u~.t ,not"on,~y be able to 
learn i!l,fo rm'at ion , 'it :;'~u~i al~ci qe able t'o learn :new infor-
, , 
.mation, wh);ch m~~:Y "r~qui~re .u~le"arn~d'g ,of ,old dnf9rmation'; .. 
" . 
" .. '
,,! 
i3 
Figure 6. Binary Tree before ·start of Bi-Stable algorithm. 
~ 
.Figure 7. After one. 1trial.. 
j, 
14 
.".: 
~-!r"- -
"-
Figure 8. "Afh~r·'two '~riai~ X 
15 
It needs a stronger convergence to the correct result. This 
stronger convergence is not in initially finding the correct 
path (the hi-stable algorithm is the be"st in that regard) 
but rather, once it is found, that several trials must be 
performed before it fully unlearns that path. This kind of 
machine is a hybrid of the bi-stable and clipping algorithms. 
The probability algorithm assums each node has an 
associated probability. This p.rQbability, for example, 
could be the probability of choosing the righthand branch. 
If the probability is one, then the node will always choose 
the righthand path~ If the probability is zero, the the 
node will always choose the lefthand path. The actual pro-
cess is much the same as the bi-stable algorithm, but rather 
than co~pletely chan~ing state, the probability is mo4ified. 
The probability algorithm will "reward" the machine 
when a correct result is obtained by altering the probabili-
ties to make that path the more likely choice"th~ next time. 
This algorithm will "punish" the machine for an incorrect 
result by reducing the chance that the path will be followed 
the next "time. The act of altering the p~obability is not 
defined to any particular method, and the probabili ty algo-
rithm is, in reality, many algorithms, for the method by 
which the probabilities are altered determines the effect of 
the algorithm. 
Theorem 1 
The probability algorithm has as a subset the clipping 
16 
and the bi-stab1e algorithms. 
Proof: Assume that there exists separate algorithms 
for reward and punishment. 
1. Show that the clipping algorithm can be performed 
by the probability algorithm. 
Define the reward algorithm so it does not alter any 
probability. Define the punish algorithm so it sets the 
last non-zero probability on the path which has been follow-
ed to zero. With the above defined algorithm, the probabil~ 
ity algorithm will function as the clipping algorithm. 
2. Show that the bi-stable algo"rithm can be performed 
by the probability algorithm. 
Define the reward algorithm so it does not alter any 
probability. Define the punish algorithm so it checks each 
~robability on the path that has been followed. If the pro-
bability was one, change it to zero. If it was zero, change 
it to one. This satisfies the requirements for the bi-
stable algorithm. 
The binary tree structure is not necessarily the best 
structure for any particular machine. If a machine must be 
capable of learning n problems, th~re'should be an organiza-
n 
tion of nodes that" cbuld utilize fewer than the n E i nodes 
I " 
required of a tree-type construct. 
17 
III. NETWORKS 
Definitiori 7 
A network, or more simply a net, is an ordered array 
of nodes, linked in some fashion~ The net can be thought of 
as a generalized binary tree. The orggnization of a net de-
pends on the characteristics and linking structure of the 
nodes from which it is constructed. 
Switching Nodes 
The switching node that has been explored in this re-
search is a general purpose probability-driven switch of two 
inputs and two outputs. Figure 10 shows the logical schema-
tic of the node. 
> 
In the switch, there are three input paths. 11 ,and 12 
are input paths, from the outside, and 1,3 is the output from 
R,3 the time before. There are three output paths. Rl and 
-
R2 are output paths to the outside, a.nd R,3 acts as input for 
the next cycle. The switch has eight possible input sta.tes. 
Each state defines a probability for each output path, and 
is used to decide"whether an output is to be issued. Each 
switch has a probability table of eight rows by three 
columns. The input defines which-t6w of the probability 
table is to be used, and colu~n J is the probability for Rl 
and so on. 
Theorem 2 
The probability node defined above may act as an AND 
I 
I 
, ! 
I 
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Input 
I 
I 
R1 : R2 R3 
L 
• 
! • 
Figure 10. Probibility Driven Stvitch • 
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,-
of I 1 'and 12, an OR of 11 and 12 , a NOT of 11 (or 12) , and a 
" DELAY of 11 (or 12) . 
Proof: 
1. AND of 11 and 12 , R1 is output. Assume 0 = true. 
11 12 I" R1 R2 R2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 O. 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 a 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
The input pattern defines which row of the ta Ie is to 
be used. The column 1ab1ed R is . the ~probabi1i ty of generat-
ing an output. 
2. OR of 11 and 12 . R1 is the result. 
11 12 I" R1 R2 R" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 - 1 0 1 0 0 
·1 1 1 1 0 0 
~ 
~ 
., , 
1" 
, , 
3. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
4. DELAY of 11 , 
11 12 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
~ is the result. 
IS Rl R2 RS 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0-
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Rl is the result. 
Is Rl R2 RS 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 0 
1 0 
o . 0 
1 0 
o 0 
1 0 
o 0 
1 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The output R1 is a function of only Is' Is is a delayed 
function of R3 and Rs is a functlon of 11 , The end result 
is that Rl is a delayed result of 11 , 
A net constructed of nodes- defined above could be 
20 
taught by some learning procedure to take on the actions of 
-any circuit constructed of those gates or their logical 
~ 
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9Pposites such as NAND, NOR, etc. If one ignores the abili-
ty to manipulate information with time as a variable (input 
1 at ~ime t, inpUt 2 at time t+l, and so on), then the node 
simplifies to a two iripu~, 'two output node, capable of hold-
ing four sets of probabilities. 
Linkage of Nodes 
The organization of the no'des, and how they could be 
linked with one another raise many permutations. To re-
strict the search to a managable size, the formation of 
nodes and their linkage diagrammed in Figure 11 was select~ 
ed. 
Each node receives input from the switch immediately 
above it and from the switch on the left, one level up. If 
there is no switch in that position it receives the input 
from the switch on the extreme righ-t. In the case of the 
first row, each input is split into two identical paths. One 
path to the switch beneath it, and the other to the switch 
on the_ right (or extreme left). 
Using matrix notation, let N1 1 be the upper left 
., 
switch, and N3.,2 be the lower middle switch and so on. N1.,i 
have as input the actu'al pattern of ones and zeroes, or more 
generally, the problem. The resu1.t of: N1 1 is 
., 
a function of 11 and I 3 , N1 2 is. ., 
a function of I1 and I 2 , N1 3 is ., 
a function of I2 and I 3 , 
22 
Figure 11. A 3 row 3 column net. 
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Notation: R~(N1 1(11 ,1 2)) is the left output of the 
" 
N1 ,,1 node given inputs 11 and 12 , 
N2 1has as its inputs: 
" 
11 = R2 (N1 JeI2,IJ)) and 
" 
12 = R1 (N1 1(11 ,1 2)), 
" 
Therefore, the results of N2,,1 are: 
R1eN2"leR2eNl"Je12,1J))' R1eN1"le1l,12)))) 
R2(N2"leR2eN1"JeI2,1~)), R1 (N1,,1(11 ,1 2)))) 
The inp~ts to NJ "l are: 
Therefore, the input~ to the nodes in the last row are func-
tions of all poss~ble input patterns, 
Maximum Data Storage-
The obvious question arises as to how much information 
a net as defined aoove may hold. The question could also be 
extended to ask if any learning process can teach the net to 
utilize all of the available resources. 
The answer to the first question comes rather simply, 
for the maximum data storage is a functiori of the number of 
s ta tes at "eacn level. 
3 
The maximum number of problems which may be learned by 
~ net as constructed above is the minimum of the- input and 
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output states at each-level. 
Proof: Given an m level net N which can learn n prob-
lems, .assume that there exists some level j where j~m such 
that the ~umber of effective states (input and output) is 
k<n. 
Divide the net into two nets such th~t N' is construct-
ed from levels 1 through j and N" is'constructed from levels 
j+l through m. Then N' maps p. to pl. and Nil maps p'. to 
1- 1- 1- i' 
N I': p. -+ p' . 
1- 1., 
Nil: pl. -+ r. 
1., 1., 
or 
Nil: (N': p.) -+ r. 
1., 1., 
,By the assumption, the output from N' (input to Nil) 
has only k states. Thi,s implies that the set formed by 
N': P -+ pI has only k elements. Therefore, there exists at 
least one Pi such that N': Pi = N': Pj = Pi' where i r j. 
The maximum number of elements in R is k. 
The result of this proof indicates an absolute maximum 
numbe~ of problems can be learned. 
fonvergence 
As a net is taught py an algorithm, the result should 
I • be measurable by some method othe~ than simply testing the 
net on all possible input patterns. Assume that the prob-
i ability tables were initially set to .5 in all positions. 
This means that the chance of generating output from any 
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node on one of the two paths, regardless of input state, is 
.5. The result of any learning process is a net from which 
all random chance has been removed. This implies that all 
of the used· levels in the probability tables must converge 
to either I or O. One method fo~ measuring how close a net 
is to convergence is the following formula. 
Let Pr. . k '1 be the probability associated wi th node 
t.~J, , (-
i~j, state k of that node, and the Zth element or row for 
that state. 
Let FCPr .. k '1) = .5 - .5 - Pro . k '1 which is a t.,J~ ~ (- t.,J, ~ (-
function that yields .5 when Pf . . 'k '1 is .5, but which 
t.,J, ~ (-
yields 0 when Pr. . k '1 is one or zero. 
t.,J~ ~ (-
Definition 8 
The convergence factor en is defined by: 
eN 
n 1 n 2 n3 n 4 F CPr. . k Z) = L L L L 
i=l .1=1 k=l Z=l t.,J, ~ 
In the given exampl~ from above, there' are three 
levels and three rows. There are four states for each node 
and there are two elements for each state. 
n = 3 1 ' n = 3 2 n = 4 3 n = 2 4 
Initially, when all probabilities are .5, en = 36 and 
• when all p,roba'bili ties have converged to one or zero, en = O~ 
If a net is only being taught k problems when its maximum is 
1 actually n, where k<n, then there will be some probabilities 
on the net that are not used or will not converge to one or 
I 
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zero." Th~refore, this net will converge to some C>O. 
V. A FORTRAN SIMULATION 
General Organization 
In order to experiment with different learning algo-
rithms, it was necessary to write a simulator. The fact 
that many different algorithms were to be explored, the de-
sign was modular, using subroutines. Full FORTRAN IV was 
. . 
used on a PD~-ll computer, and the program conforms to that 
machine's syntax requirements. 
The ranqom number generator RANDU from the PDP-II 
FORTRAN library was used. It is stated to be a uniform ran-
dom nu6ber generator, and no effort was made to validate 
that uniformity. 
Each node is given a number. Since the net under ob-
servation was three nodes by th!ee, the nu~bering starts 
with 1 on the upper lefthand side and ends with 9 on the 
lOWer righthandside. AS~Dciated with ~ach node is a set of 
dimens ioned arrays. 
Variable Assignments 
PROBABILITY TABLE PT(9,8,3) Integer: The first sub-
script is used, to identify each node in the net. The second 
is the state of the input to the net. In the simulator, the 
expanded form of the node was utilized (allocated but not 
used) so in ~£fe~t, every other state is unused. The third 
index is the ~utput path for each state. Again, the restric-
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ted form of the nod~s only use th~ first "two subscripts. 
Since the table is in inte-ger mode (to increa-se execution 
speed)~ ihe entries are a to 100 corresponding to probabili-
ties O. to 1. 
ROUTE- FROM RF(9,4 ,2) Integer: The first subscript is 
used to identify the node. The seGond def~nes one of four 
input paths. The first two are combined to form 11 and the 
l_ast two are combined to form 12 , The third subscript de-
fines \vhich node this input is being received from (if it is 
1) and what- the input is (if it is 2). If RF(I,l,l) is 
zero, then it is assumed that the input is from the input 
stack. If RF(i,2,1) through RF(i,4,1) are zero, theOn that 
input is ignored. 
The ROUTE FROM table (with the ROUTE TO table) is used 
to define the linkage of node to node. 
ROUTE TO RT(9,4,2) Integer: The first subscript is 
used to identify the node. The se~ond defines one of four 
output paths. The fi~st two are defined by R1 ~nd the last 
two are defined by R2 . The third defines which node is to 
receive the result (if it -is 1) and what the result is (if 
it is 2). If RT(i,l,l) is zero, then" it is assumed that the 
output is to be sent to the output register. If RT(I,2,1) 
through RT (1,4,1) are zero, then that path is ignored-. 
IN-PUT STATES INPS(9,3) Integer: The first subscript 
defines the node. The second is used to identify the status 
of 11 , 12 , and 13 for each node. 
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OUTPUT STATES OOTS(9,3) Integer: The first subscript 
defines the node. The second is ~sed tri identify the ~tatus 
of R1 , R2 , and R3 for each node. 
INPUT STACK INP(8,J) Integer: The first subscript 
identifies which input pattern ifr the stack is desired. The 
second identifies which input path is to be used. The max-
imum number of patterns that this net may learn is eight, 
and this is the reason for the limitation. 
OUTPUT STACK RRSLT(8~3) Integer: The first subscript 
identifies which output pattern is desiied. The second iden-
tifies which output path is to be used. 
Subroutine Functions 
There are seven subroutines (not counting RANDU) which 
are used. 
SUBROUTINE ALTER(RT,INPM,PT,IANS): This subroutine 
has the task of altering the probability table PT. The RT 
variable is used to determine if a switch generated an out-
put to the next node. If it did, then that corresponding 
probability will be increased (made closer to 100). If it 
did not generate an output, the corresponding probability 
will be decreas"ed (mad"e closer to 0). 
The INPM variable is used tO,define which entry in the 
probalility table was used, so those probabilities may be 
altered. 
SUBROUTINE FLIP(RT): This subroutine is used when the 
net has made an incorrect result. The ALTER subroutine 
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changes the probab~lity table to make the chance of the node 
acting as it did more likely. The FLIP subroutine inverts 
the responses so the ALTER subroutine will change the Ptob-
-
ability table to make the chance of the node acting as it 
did less likely. 
To reward the net, a call is m'ade to the ALTER sub-
routine. To punish the net, the FLIP subroutine is called 
folJoHed by a call to the ALTER subroutine. 
SUBROUTINE eLEA.RONPS, INPMl, INPM2 ,OUTS): This sub-
routine sets all of the in_put and output registers to zero. 
The routine mu§t be called prior t6 each simulation trial, 
to insure tha~ past trials do not bias this trial (except 
for any alterations to the probabilities). 
SUBROU'l~INE OUT(PT): This sl.J.broutine displays the cur-
rent values of the probability tabl~. 
SUBROUTINE SIMI (IN, IANS): / This subroutine has the 
task of simulating one trial of the net. The variable IN 
specifies which element of the input stack is to be used for 
this trial. IANS is the result from the trial and is the 
number of differences between the computed result and the 
actual result. If the result in IANS is zero, the ~ett5 
simulation generated the correct result. If the result is 
one, then one bit differed from th~ correct result, and so 
on. 
SUBROUTINE REDUC (I ,K): This subroutine reduces the 
probability I, by the formula 
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52 - 150 - II I = I - (4 - K) 
where K is the number of bits that the computed result dif-
fered from the actual result. If I is negative after this 
operation, 'it is set to zero. 
SUBROUTINE INCRS(I,K): This subroutine increases the 
probability I by the following formula: 
52 - ]50 - II I = I + (4 - K) 
: , ,..,.' 
,. 
number of bits where K is the that the computed result dif-
fered from the actual resul t. If I is greater t'han 100 after 
this operation, it is set to 100. 
VI. METHOD TESTED 
Four different learning algorithms were used in the 
research and each required a separate mainline computer pro-
gram where the order and conditions for calling the subrou-
tines differed. Three common measures were used 'to identify 
convergence. 
The first was a modification of the convergence factor 
as introduced earlier. The difference lies in the function 
F and its-new definition, 
F (Pr. . k 7) =: 50 - 150 - Pr. . k zl ~,J, ,~ ~,J, , 
The method for computing the factor is the same. The maxi-
mum Cn is 3600 with the same minimum zero. 
The second measure is to perform 10 trials (without 
,altering the probability tables) on each input pattern. The 
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second measure is the sum of the missed bits for those 
trials. The .maximum is 30 x n, where n is the number of in-
put patterns. 
The third measure is the numb~r of times the net res-
ponds correctly during the trials~ The maxi~um is 10 x n, 
where n is as a-bove. 
After eveiy 100 trials, the measures were taken, and 
a profile'of -the learning fbr the four nets was obtained. 
The simulation 'model was called ABLE, and-the number 
given after the name in.dicates which learning algorithm was 
used. The problem set that the network was to learn consist-
ed of the eight possible patterns fromed from three bits. 
The' solution, 'to a problem was to generate the invers of the 
bit pattern. That is, every bit that was on in the input 
pattern should be off in the output, and every off bit in 
the input should be on in the out~ut. 
ABLE-I: The first learning algorithm used the concept 
of a learning cr~terion. This learning criterion was a num-
ber, defined by the programmer to be five, of trials that 
the net must correctly respond to the input pattern without 
error. If an ~rror was encountered, the count would be re-
reset to zero, and the net would have to respond correctly 
I • five times in a row from that point. This process is refer-
red to as learning to a criterion. 
In addition to the learning to a criterion; after each 
trial a test is made to see if any of the previously learned 
patterns had been forgotten. If so, the learning stops and 
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returns to the forgott~~ p4ttern to relearn that pattern. 
The method, in actual use, is always hacking up and relearn-
ing ~atterns, but at any point in the l~arning process, it 
has successfully learned all patterns from the first one to 
the one on which it is currently.working. The graphs in 
Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the number of trials that re-. 
suIted in the correct solution, the number of bits missed, 
and the convergence factor. 
This' network was .given the task of learning eight in-
put patterns. The response to an input pattern was to pro-
duce its inverse ( 0 ~ 1, 1 ~ 0). Only ABLE-l was capable 
of learning four of the eight patterns. When the same prob-
lem set was given to the remaining nets, none of them learn-
.ed for their responses never significantly differed from the 
level of random chance. For the last three machines, the 
problem set was reduced to just four problems. 
Figure 12 shows the response of ABLE-l to the problem 
set. Notice the rather rapid rise to roughly 26 correct 
responses. The net then stabilized there for over 1500 
trials,' The trials were taken to 10000 in that experiment 
with no significant change. 
ABLE-2: This network was an attempt to see if the con-
tinued return/to the earlier patterns inhibit learning the 
later patterns. Starting with pattern 1, the net is given 
1 the input, and then rewarded or punished depending on its 
performance. After one trial, the net is then directed to 
; ... 
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pattern 2, and so on until all pa~terns:have been tried. 
The net then starts over again on the' ~irst pattern. The 
results of 2000 trials on four input patterns sho~ed only 
slightly better than random response and much poorer results 
than ABLE-l (see Figures 15, 16, and 17). 
ABLE-3: This network was an attempt to mix ABLE-l and 
ABLE-2. ,'Using the idea of working on a particular pattern 
until it has met a specif{c learn~ng criterion was incorpor-
ated with the circular s'can of the problem set. Each pattern 
was studied until the net could pass the learning criterion, 
then the net continued to the next pattern. The results 
shown by Figures 18, 19, and 20 are for a problem set of 
four patterns. In viewing the risults of 2000 trials, the 
results tend to indicate a fbrgettirig trend rather than a 
learn·ing trend. 
ABLE-4: The results of ABLE-2 and ABLE-3 indicated 
that the circular ~pproach might not be very effective, so 
ABLE-4 was written to incorporate m.ore of ABLE-I. The 
method for scanning the problem set differs, but uses the 
learning criterion concept. The following order was used: 
l. Learn pattern 1 to criterion 
2. Learn pattern 1 to criterion 
3 : Learn pattern 2 
. 
criterion to 
4. Learn pattern 1 to criterion 
s. Learn pattern 2 to criterion 
6. Learn pattern 3 to criterion 
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ABLE-l Learning Respop.ses 
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Number of trials in hundreds 
Figure 12. ABLE-l Correct Responses. 
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Figure 13. ABLE-l Missed Bits. 
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Figure 14. ABLE-1 Convergence Factor. 
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"ABLE-2 Learning Responses 
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Figure 17. ABLE-2 Convergence Factor. 
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Figure 20. ABLE-3 Convergence Factor. 
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"WhEm--the-.,netwo:rk-h:as",-buil~~_up-_a --cyc-le",which-, has cover-
t '" '.. 
ed all elements of the problem set, it begins again. The 
results of the learning response for ABLE-4 as shown in 
Figures 21, 22, and 23 indicate a dramatic improvement in 
in response at roughly 1300 trials. 
Conclusions 
On viewing the results of the four nets, two points 
'seem ,to present themselves. Learning one problem tends to 
, 
destroy previously learned solutions. Therefore', any learn-
_ingalgorithm which does-llot continually -return".to pr'evious-
ly learned problems at a regular schedule seems doomed to 
-failure"or at least,·to .... an-exces-sive.·-Iea-rning-time.- In fact, 
the number of trials that can be peri8rmed on a new problem 
before going back to a previously learned problem to rein-
force ~hat previous learning is critical. 
In an environment where learning one problem 'may tend 
to;cause unlearning of others, a random approach to learning 
does not 'generate satisfactory results. . The learning must 
be directed toward one element until it is learned, without 
allowing the net to forget the previously learned solutions. 
This implies that continued reinforcement must be mixed with 
learning one pattern at a time. 
f 
A second result worth noting is the validity of the 
convergence factor in measuring the l.earning of a' net. In 
~ " 
,correlating the convergence factor with the number of cor-
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rect responses, the values ranged .from -.5 t.o -.9 ..This 
- , 
is a reaSonable range f6rgiving the general idea about 
the status of the net. The obvious advantage to that mea-
sure is its passive nature. The status of the net may be 
predicted by simply computing the convergence fact·or from 
the probability tables, rather than performing an actual 
.- testing session which requires a large amount of time . 
. , 
.h ABL'E-l 
APPENDIX 
e _ 
I NTEGER~:F('S(;-4T2 ),-RT-(9;-:4;--Zh"Pl (-9;-8;-'3·),'-HSP5-t-9,~J;) ,. 
INTEGER INP(S,3). INPM1(~.3). INPM2(9.3~OUTS(9.3) 
INTEGER RR~LT(S.3).SEQ(9).RSLT(3) . 
COMMON RF. PT. PT. INPS. INP~INPM1. INPM2,OUTS. RRSLT, RSLT, IX 
DEFWE FILE 3(9, 24, U, IZZZZJ;) 
00 :1 1=:1.9 
DO 1 J=1.4 
DCI 1 K=1.2 
RT(I.J.K)=12I 
:1. RF(I.J.K)=8 
.:. 
2 
3 
14 
4 
300:1 
401::11. 
5 
1121 
:1,2 
15 
3002 
3!2J!2J3 
20 
4002 
7£181 
7002 
3004 
DO .3 1=1.6, 
RT( 1,1,1)=1+3 
IF« I. EG!, 3:). OR. (I. EQ. 6) )GOTO 2 
RT(I.3.1)=I+4 
GOTO 3: 
RHI, 3, 1)=1+1 
CONTINUE ' 
DO 4 1=4,9 
RF'( I. 3:. 1) == 1-J; 
IF«I. EG!. 4).,OR. <1. EG!. 7)GOTO' 14 
'RF(I. 1, 1)=1-4 
OOTO 4 
RF(I.1,1)=1-1 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6.3(1I3'1> 
FORt-1AT(' DO ','OU HAtH TO READ IN THE PF~OBABILIPf' TABLE". 
1 ..... ,' 0=NO 1=VES .... J.I') 
READ(6.4801)IX a 
F(I~~~1AT ( 1:1) 
IF(IX. EQ. 12I)GOTO :1121 
DO 5 1=1. 9 
READC~'" r) «PT( I. J. K), K=1. :n, J=1. 8) 
GOTO 15 • ' 
DO :12 1=1,9 
DO 12 J=:l.8 
DO 12 .(=1. 3: 
PT<r.J.K)=50 
"JR ITE (6. :;;:0(2) 
FORMAT'::' ENTER THE Nur18ER OF INPU1/0UTPUT NODES .... ,.I'," W, ..... ) 
READ<6. 4f10:D INurl 
I~RITE(6, 3Em:n 
FORt-1AT(" ENTER THE INPUT AND OUTPUT PATTEF~NS"', -/,'. 
:1'" -INPUT OUTPUT',/.' X X X X X x', ..... , 
DO' 2t1 I =1. I Nur1 
Fi:EAD(6, 4002) (INP( I ... J), J=1. 3), (RRSL T<.I, J" J=:L:3:> 
FORMAT(3(1:1.1X).3(1X. I1» 
WRITE(6, '(001) 
FORf1AH" ErHEF~ THE NurlBER OF SESSIONS FOR COMPLETIOW, ..... 
1.,'" XXXXX"./) 
~~~~~~~ ~~~2' IT UtES f 
WRITE<6; 3:121134) 
FORMATe EtHER lHE LEARNING CRITERION"',.I'.' XX .... .I') 
REA~(6.4003)ICRIT 
.'."" 
,~ .. 
'-.': .. 401.33: FOF~r1AT< 12) 
• " fC. -~ WRiJE<6,3(305) _ ' _ 
3:0-135---' FOF!r1f;jl ( ,r Er-n"ER'HE--PFitlD-OflSTARTr;-?;'r- XXXW-;7) 
READ(6, 4"-il14) IX 
412184 FORM~T(14) 
5a01 
51.3132 
, .. 51384 
.. - 5131.35 
:, 5806 
'. - ~ -
501.0 
1.1.0 
51.13 
WRITE(S, 5(01) _ 
FORl'lATC" l.t-IETI>IORf( SINULAT ION f10C'EL A8LE-1") 
I-IRITE(S, 581212) 
FORI'1Ar<.//," WPUT / OUTPUT PATTH~r'15 FOR THI5 SESSION Af=~E:" 
1.. /,;' NUN HAPUT OUTPUT'-) 
DO 38 1=1, INUM 
WRITE(~,5003)I, <INP(I,J),J~1,3), <R~SLT(I,J),J=1.,j) 
FORMAT(2)~ Il,6X,3CI1,1~),3X,3(1X,_I1» 
WRITE(S,7B03)ITIMES 
FQRI'lATC ... ,..,' NUI'18Ef=~ OF TRIALS .FOR THIS SESSION:" " 16) 
WRITE(S,5~84)ICRIJ 
FORMAT(//," THE LEARNING CRITERION IS:",I3:) 
I.sRI TEC5, 5~105) IX 
FORt'lATC//," THE RAND.OM START IS:", 15) 
IT=e 
t.sRITE(5,5006) 
FORI1AT(//," TRIAL CONVERGENCE 
1., ,. NUt18ER COF~RECT") 
DO 3113 13=1, IT It1ES 
DO 30121 11=:1. I NUN 
DO 28121 12=1, ICRIT 
CALL SSl·J-TCHC 8, I St·H) 
CALL SSNTCH(1, ISW1) 
CALL SSI·nCH (2, 15l·12) 
CALL SSWTCH (3, I Sl·G) 
IF( ISlH. EG!. 1)GOTO 350 
CALL CLEAF<:( HIPS, INPN1, I NP1'12, OUTS) 
CALL 5 zr.1:l C 11. I ANS) 
IF(ISN1. EQ. 1)WRITE<6,5e~13)IT,RSLT 
FOry:MATC TRIAL-', IS, ' RESULT", 3:I~) 
IF(IAN~ EQ. 13,GOTO 1113 
CALL FLIPCRT> 
12=:=13 
CALL AL TEF~(RT, I NPI'11., PT, IANS) 
IT:::IT+1 
IF«IT/j.130)*1B13-IT: NE. 0)GOTO 119 
15UI'1=8 
DO 5:1_13 1=1,9 
DO 5113 J=L 3, 2 
DO 510 1(=1.. 2 
15UN=ISUM+5e-IA8S(5e-PT(I,J,K» 
151)1'12=0 
ISUt1$=0 
DO 520 I =:1., H~UM 
DO 5213 J=1. H.l 
CALL CLEAF.:( INPS, INPf'1:L WPI'12, OUTS) 
CALL S I I'll ( I, IANS) 
ISUM2= 1 SUI-12+ 1 ANS 
IF <IANS. EQ. a) ISUM3=ISUM3+1 
ACCURACY". 
520 CONTINUE 
'''R I TE (5, ::.(14) IT, I SUN, I sur'12, Isur'13 
. " 
45 
. ) 
·f 
.. 
. . 
" 
.' . 
50:1.4 
'1.:1.9 
'120 
.1.38 
200 
300 
3:1.0 
" 
350 
.3S0 
550 
4f:n3 
5131:1 
5012 
FORt-1AT.< 16, 8X, 14, :1.2X, 13, 1.2X, 14) 
IF<lT. GE. lTIMES)GOTO ::S50 
IF(a.EQ. :1.)GOTO 200 
DO :1.20 1=:1, 11 
CALL CLEAR(IrJF'S, INPM1., I NPt-12, OUTS) 
CALL SII'1:1( I, tANS) 
IF( IANS. NE. €OGOTO 1.3'0 
'CONTINUE 
GDTO'20e 
12=0 
11=1 . 
cor-nINlIE 
CorHINUE 
CI?JHI NIJE 
IF( ISt·JO. NE. 1.)GOTO 550 
WRITE<5,380) 
.. 
FDRMAT< .... l.PROBFtB I LITY TABLE OF THE NEn-lORK" I / /) 
CALL OUT(PT) 
DO 4130 1=1.,9 .. 
l-JRITE<3' I) < (PT<I, J, K), K=:1, 3), J=:1., 8) 
WRITE(6,513:11.) 
FORMAT(' DONE? .... ,/) 
READ(6, 50:12) I 
FORMAT(I1.) 
IF( 1. ECt fOGOTO 
CALL EXIT 
END 
:1.5 
.' 
46 
,. 
~, 
. ABLE-4 
.. 
4801 
5 
1.0 
1.2 
1.5 
~002 
20 
4~a2 
7813:1. 
7002 
s(l04 
.. 
- INTEGER RF'9,4.2).RT(~.4.2).PT(9,a,3). INPS(9.3) 
INTEGER INP(S.Z). INPM1(9)J;), INPM2(9.3),OUTS(9.3) 
INTEGER F.:F.:5LT(S,J;).'SEO(9), F~SLT(3) . 
CCWII'10r-: PF.fn. PT. INPS, INF', INPt'l1, INFt'12, OIJTS. RF5L T, RSL T. IX 
OEFIrIE: FILE 3(9.24. U, IZZZZJD 
DO .1, 1=.1..9 
.00· 1. J=:1.4 
00 1 K=1.2 
RT< I .• J, K)=0 
.RF< L J. K)=0 
DO 3 1==1.6 
RT < 1. £, :1..) = 1+3 
IF« 1. EO. 3'). 'OR. < I. EQ. '6) )OOTO 2 
RT(I. 3. 1.)=1+4 
GOlD 3 
RT(I. 3. 1)=1+:1 
CONTINUE 
004 1=4.9 
RF<'I. 3. 1.)=1""'3 . 
JF«I.EQ. 4). OR. <I.EQ, 7»GOTO 1.4 
RF< 1.1.,:1.)=1-4-
GOTO 4 
RF(L :1. :1.)=1-:1. 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6, 30~):1.) 
FOf;;:11ATe '::"(1 ""01..1 f,JANT TO READ U{ THE PROBABILITY TABLE;, 
1....... 0=NO 1.="'·ES". /) 
RHID (6, 430:1) I X 
FOf':!'1AT(,11 ) 
IF<IK EQ 0)GOTO .1£1 
00 5 1=1 .• 9 
READ<Z'I)«~T(I.J.K),K=1..3),J=1.,B) 
GO TO 1.5 
DO 12 1=:1,9 
DO :1.2 J=1.8 
DO :12 K=1.,3 
PTC 1. J .•• n ::::50 
"JR I TE (6. 3(:11)2) 
• 
FORt'lATe ENTER THE NUl'lBER OF nWUT/OUTPUT NODES' ...... ' W, .... ) 
READer.;. 4(10:1.) INUf'1 
WRITE(6.3003) 
FORt'lAT"::" ENTER THE INF'UT AND OUTPUT PATTEF.'NS ........ , 
l' INPUT OUTPUT' ...... ' X X X X X x·, .... ) 
DO 20 I =:L 1 NIJI'l 
REAO(6, '41;;1/:)2) <. HJF'( I, ;J). J=:1. 3), <RRSLT< I • .J)~ .. T=:1, 3) 
FORMAT(J;(I:1,:1X),3<:1X.l:1») 
l'JR IT E( 6. 700:1.) 
FClRt1AT< .... E.NTER THE NUM8ER' OF SESSIONS 'FOR COI'lF'LETIOW' ..... 
j," XXXX"',/) 
REAO(6.7B02)ITIMES 
FOR:t'lAT ( 14) 
I'JR I TE (6. 3:13(4) f 
FORr'lAT.('" EtHER THE LEAr<:rHNG CRITERION'. /," XX", .... ) 
READ(6.4B03)ICRIT 
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:.-
, 
.... ~ 
" 
.' " 
........ ,. 
~ 
" 
.. 
, .. 
• 
4003 
3005 
" 4004 
.50CH 
, 513132 
30 
5003 
71303 
51304 
5005 
51306 
. ' 
5131.0 
, ' 
1.1.13 
FORf'lAT(I2) 
WF~ I TE C 6, 30~15) 
FORt1AT<~ EtHER THE RANDOr1 START",. /. -:. XXXX"' .,/-.)c 
REA[OC6,4(04)IX 
FOF.:t1AT (I 4) 
I.oJR I TE C 5, 5001.) 
. , 
FORf'lAT('1.',//,' NETWORK 'SIMULATION MODEL ABLE-4') 
'.JR I TE 0: 5, 50~12) 
FORMAT(//.~ INPUT / OUTPUT PATTERNS FOR THIS'SESSION ARE:' 
1.. /;, NUt'l INPUT,' OUTPUT ... ·) 
DO 3~) 1=1.. INUM 
WRITE(S, 5~1(i3) 1. (INP< 1. J). J=1.. 3). (RF:SL T< I •. J). J=:1.. 3) 
FORMAT<2X. 11.. 6X, 3<)1.. l.X).3X.3<1.X. 1:1.» 
WRITE(5.7003?ITIMES' 
FORMAT(//.~ NUMBER OF TRIALS FOR THIS SESSIO~:'. 14) 
WRITE(S.5004)ICRIT 
FORl'lAT(//.' THE LEARNING CF:I TERIot·~ IS:', 13) 
WRITE(S.5005>IX 
FORf'lATC//.' THE RANDOM START.IS:'. IS) 
IT=0 
WRITE(5.5006) 
FORl'lAT(//.' 'TRIAL' CONVERGENCE 
1..' NUMBER CORRECT') 
DO 31.13 13=:1.. IT"H1ES 
DO 300 15=1.. I NUt'l 
DO 31313 1:1.=1.. IS 
DO 2130 12=1, ICRIT 
CALL 5S"dCH(0, IS"J~3) 
CALL SSWTCH(1.. ISW1.) 
CALL SSWTCH(2, ISW2a 
CALL SSWTCH(3, ISW3' 
IF(ISW1EQ, 1.)GOTO 350 
CALL CLEAR( It-JPS, lNPM1.. I NPt12, OUTS) 
CALL 5IM1.(I1.,lANSi . 
IF ( I51·a. EQ. 1.) I·JR I TE (6, 5131.'0) IT. RSLT 
"FORNAT<" TRr'AL'. IS,' RESULT", 3.12) 
IF<IANS. EG!. 0)GOTO 1.1.0 
. CALL FL I P ( F.:n 
12=13 
CALL AL TER( RT" 1 NPl'li;' PT. I ANS) 
IT=IT+1. 
IF«IT/1.00)~1.0e-IT. N~, O)GOTO 2013 
ISUM=0 
DO 51.0 1=1.. 9 
DO 51.0 J=1.,3.2 
DO 51.~) K=1., 2 
ACCURAC'r" 
·51.8 I5UM=I5UM+50-IABS(50-PT(I.J,K» 
520 
ISUI'12=0 
ISIJM3=(1 . 
DO 520 1=-1.. I,Nur'l' 
pO 5~W J=1.. 1.0 
CALL CLEAR(INPS, INPM1., INPM2, OUTS) 
CALL S lI'11. (L I ANS) of 
1 SUM2= I SUt12+ I ANS 
IF (IANS. EQ, e~ 15UM3=ISUM3+1. 
cor-nINUE 
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i 
I , 
'I II 
I 
· j 
}-
i 
, " 
53:14 
2013 
"'::sea 
310 
35121 
"tRITE(5. 50i.4;> IT, 150M, ISUI'l2, ISWM3 
FORMAT(I6.8X, I4.:12X, 13,:12X, 14) 
IF( IT. GE. IT HtES)CiOTO 356 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE. 
IF(JS~·!0.-NE. DOOTO' 5513 
WRITE(5.3Ea;'O 
.. : 
3813 FORI'1AT(, ::t..PROBAE:Il IT'T' TAE:LE OF THE NETJ..JCIRK". //) 
CALL OIJT(PT) 
5513 
4£113 
5131:1 
50:12 
WRITE(3~t)«PT(I.J.K),K=1.3),J=1,8) 
f..JRITE(6,5Ci.i.) 
FORfolAT(~ [)ONE'?', /) 
REAO(6.50i.2)I 
FORt-1A1' < Ii. ) 
IF(I.EQ 6)00TO 15 
CALL EXIT 
END 
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.. 
'SUBROUTINES 
c 
C 
SUBF:.OUT I NE S I 1'11. ( 1 N. I ANS ) 
INTEGER_RF(9.4.2).RT(9.4.2).PT(9.S.3).INPS(9.3) 
INTEGER", INPO':;. ·:O;.::INF'I'11.:;:(,9" 3),._lNPI'1~;{'9J ]:)"QU:rS,(3.., :n -
INTEGER PRSLT(S.3),R5LT<]) 
COt1f'l(lN i':F. RT. PT. HWS. I NF'. I NPfo11., Ir-WN2, OUTS. RRSL T. r;:SL T. I X ' 
DO 1. 1=1..3 
RSLT(I)=0 
DO 1.0(113 1=:1. 9 
IF(RF(I.1..1). NE, 0)GOTO 1.13B 
J==I-.( 1,,'])*3 
IF(J-1)10. 213.313 
INPS(I.1.)=INP(IN.2) 
INPS(I.2)=INP(IN;]) 
INPS(I.3)=B 
GOTO 413 
INPS(I.1.)=INP(IN, :n 
INPS(I.2)=INP(IN.1) 
INPS( I. :.D=0 
GOTO 413 
INPS(I.1)=INP(IN,1.) 
INPS(I.2)=INP(IN.2) 
GOTO 208 
K=RF(I.1..2)+RF(I.2.2) 
IF(K GT. 8)K=1. 
INPSO,1.)"i'K 
K=-RF<I. "3: .• 2)+RF( 1.4.2) 
IF(K.GT.0)K=1. 
INPS(l. 2)="~ 
INPS(J I ::n=OUTS( 1,3) 
.28B 11.=INPS( I. 1)*4+HIPS( I. 2)*2+INPS( 1.3)+1. 
DO 29(1 J=L 3: 
K::::PT (L I 1, J) 
CALL RAN(:OU (l ~<. I 'T'. RRN) 
I VA L=RAt'J:t:1f.H.:t. +. 5 
CALL SSI·m::H(4. ISI·t4) 
IFOSI.J4. Et"~. 1)1·!RITE(6. 99.9)K, IVAL 
999 FORt'lRT(" RRNDOM·'·.,I4.", PROBABILIT'T''' I 14) 
IF(K LT. IVAL)GOTO 21.0 
OUTSe I •• .1.)=1 
GOTO 29(1 
218 OUTS(I.J)=0 
290 corn HJUE 
C 
C 
3513 
RT,( 1/1. 2 ~=OUTS( 1.,1.) 
RT(I.2. 2)=OUTS(I. 1.) 
RT(I.3. 2)=OUTS(I. 2) 
RT(I.4. 2)=OUTS(I. 2) 
00,3513 J=1Al 
INPM2(I.J)=INPM1.(I.J) 
INPM1.(I, J)=lNPS(I. J) 
so 
.. 
.' . 
':to '"~. 
'C 
~ C 
4113 
491 
4513 
49121 
·C 
.c 
50121 
IF(RT<I.:t.1). EO. 13)GOTO 588 
DO 4913 J=1.4 
IF(RT(I.J.1). EQ. 0)GOTO 498 
K=RT( I. J. 1) 
DO 418 L=:t,4 
IF( 1. EO. RFO(. L. 1) )GOTO 458 
CONTINUE ~ 
WRITEC6.491)K. I 
FORMAT C" ROUTE FROM I)OES NOT 1'1ATCH ROUTE TO: .... 13 .... -" • 13) 
CALL EXIT 
RF(K. L, 2)=RT( I, J. 2) 
COtHlt"UE 
GOTO 1121138 
IF(J-1)51e,52e,5~8 
5:18 RSLTCn=RSLTCD+OUTS(l,1) 
• 
.520 
, 5313 
- .. :t000 
C 
C 
:to:t13 
RSLT(1)=RSLTl1)+OUTSCI.2) 
GOTO 1131313 
RSLT(1)=RSLTC1)+OUTS(I.1) 
RSLT(2)=RSLT(2)+OUTS<I.2) 
GOTO 1808 
RSLT(2)=RSLT(2)+OUTS<I.1) 
RSLT(3)=RSLT(3)+OUTS(I.2) 
COtHINUE 
DO.1010.1:;:::t.3 
IF(RSLT(I). QT. 0)RSLT(I)=:t 
COtHINUE 
IANS=IABS(R5LTC1)-RF.:SL T< IN, 1» 
IAt·IS=IANS+IAE:S(F.:SL T(2)-RRSL T( IN. 2» 
IAt'IS=IANS+IABS(RSL TG)-f':RSL T< IN. jD) 
RETURN 
END 
51 
• I 
f 
'. 
';\ ." 
. .t'0 : 
':10 
.20. 
" .c' 
5 
HI 
1.0 
, . 
, . 
" 
INTEGER RT(9;~,2). INRM(9.3).PT(9.a.3) 
DO 1.00 1=1..9· 
K==1 NPl'l( 1. 1.) :+:4+ I NPr'l( L 2>*2+1. 
IF(RT( 1.1..2), GT;(1)(;OTO 1.0 
CAl,.L f<:EDUC(PT< 1. K. :1). IRNS) 
GOTO 20 
CALL: INCRS(PT< I. K. :1). IANS) 
IF(RT(I.·3.2). G~ O)GOTO 30 
CALL REDUC(PH L K. 2). IRNS) 
GOTO 1.00 
CALL l~tRS(PT(I.K.2S.I~NS) 
corn I r'~IJE 
RETURN 
Et,fO 
SUBROUTINE FLIP(IZ) 
INTEGE'R,:I.2(9. 4. 2) 
60 :1131=:1.9 
00,:10 J=:1;'3.2 
IF(IZ(I.J.2), GT. O)GOTO 5 
IZ(}. J. 2)=:1 
GOTO 10 
IZ(IIJ~2)=0 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CLEAR~I:1. 12.~3. 14) • . 
INTEGER 1:1<9.3). 12(9.3~·13(9.3). 14(9.3). I4~9.3) 
.' DO :10 1=:1.9 
DO :10 J =:1. 3 
14( II J)i::o 
I:1(I.J)=O 
12<1. J)=0 
13(I.J)=0 
RETURN 
END 
52 
, 
,I 
I; I 
.. 
. " 
" 
SUBROUTINE.OUTCPT) 
INTEGEF.: PT($',8,',:n 
DO 11211.3 L=L 9,.3; 
M=L+2 
.. 
t-JRITE(S, :U::.1l .. ) (C (PTe I, JJ K), K=1, 3), I=L, M), J=:1, 8) 
FORt'1AT(.t'.t',.3;(:1X; 314, 4X» 
RETUF~N 
END 
SUE:ROUTI NE REDuce I I K) 
J=52- I Af?S <,51.3- I ) 
I=I-J.t'(4-tO 
IF(I. LT. O)l=0 
RETur?N 
END 
SUBROUTWE I NC,RS( I. 10 
J=52-1 ABS (:5(;1"';' I ) 
I=I+·Jr'(4-f() 
IF(I.GT. :101.3)1=:1121121 
RETURN 
END 
. . 
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